FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

HINKLEY LIGHTING LAUNCHES HERITAGE COLLECTION IN HONOR
TH
OF ITS 90 ANNIVERSARY
June 18, 2012 – Cleveland, Ohio Hinkley Lighting’s archives provided the company with a
wealth of inspiration for its new “Heritage” outdoor lantern collection and the opportunity to reflect
on its products, its foundation as a company and what the Hinkley brand and “Life Aglow” tag line
stand for.
The Heritage collection represents a unique grouping of premium outdoor fixtures that pay tribute
to the nostalgia of America’s past while reinforcing the Hinkley philosophy of timeless, classic
lighting design. Three families comprise the collection: York, Bingham and Sedgwick, and each
family offers 5 SKUs featuring wall lantern, hanging lantern and post mount styles.
York: York uses authentic exposed rivet construction hand-made in solid aluminum and
celebrates the bold traditional lantern design Hinkley is renowned for. This classic hip roof and
wire cage turn of the century style comes with a functional interior metallic reflector and rolled top
loop. The gallant proportions of its striking silhouette are reinforced with a vintage Black finish,
cast face plate and clear seedy glass.
Bingham: Bingham’s traditional style recalls a turn-of-the-century gas light reproduction. The
vintage look is nautical in nature and recognizes Hinkley’s origins on the shores of Lake Erie. The
all brass construction features clear seedy glass and a Sienna finish, while candelabra lamping
completes the authentic style.
Sedgwick: Sedgwick’s all brass construction symbolizes the best of vintage Hinkley quality and
style. This traditional tapered rectangular lantern features a charming hinged door with sliding
latch for authentic appeal. The classic Sienna finish combines beautifully with generous panels of
clear seedy glass and embodies the essence of historic New England architecture and
sophistication.

Located in Cleveland, Ohio, Hinkley Lighting has been a leading manufacturer and distributor of
high-quality lighting fixtures for 90 years. In addition to the classic Hinkley Lighting line, the
company also manufactures Hinkley Landscape Lighting and the luxury lighting line Fredrick
Ramond.
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